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MA6900- LED Kit instructions.!!!!
Place unit on a soft cloth or carpet. Turn upside down and remove all of the phillips 
screws that attach the bottom panel.!!
Remove bottom panel and set aside.!!
Locate the red connector that runs from the power switch back to the main PC board 
and remove.!

� !



!
Disconnect the black cable that runs from the front panel to the rear of the unit.!
Disconnect the white ribbon cable from amp.!!!



�



� !!!!



Now remove two black phillips screws on each side that attach the black panel mounts 
to the stainless chassis.



� !!



The panel should now detach from the chassis.!!
With panel in hand locate the single screw on each side that attaches the black front 
panel shroud and remove them. Remove the two Philips screws on top and remove 
shroud.!!
Remove meter lighting and replace with LED as pictured:!!
Disconnect meter power (tiny black & red wired connectors) from lamp PC board. 
Remove Meter lighting board & discard.!!
Remove chrome nut above DS16 and replace with standoff (this is used to hold the 
New PC board).

� !!!
Lamp DS16 accepts the main power from board as pictured in this position. Connect 
LED Octopus cable as pictured noting polarity.!



� !!
Remove both meter housings (white) by removing chrome nuts.  Discard stock filters 
(blue film sheets) with new filters supplied in kit (green film filter sheets).!!
Reassemble meter shrouds and add LED lighting to meters as pictured.!



�



� !!



� !!
Now remove stock lighting on front panel board, DS15 through DS23 (gray plastic 
bulb's, eight total) by inserting a straight screwdriver and counter turn 1/4 turn. Replace 
bulbs with rubber grommet. LED's will insert here as pictured.!



� !!
Now reassemble and enjoy!!
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McIntosh, still your best investment!!
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